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WAR GAM ER'S

NEWSLETTER
December 19?2

EDITORIAL

Witii the test will and effort in the world,
Wargames Conventions are hard to organise if only
because there is always the natural tendency to try
and do bettci than previous organisers so the promoters include more events, causing
more confusion. Then there is the human element - there is something about our hobby
that arouses the worst elements of competitiveness in many of us. In many ways, war-
gaming is completely unsuited for external competition and I am not at all sure that
the hobby has benefited since it veered from the intimate, if parochial, atmosphere
of its early days when two friends regularly met in each others houses and fought
their battles.

Whether or not Phil Barker's proposals will bring good to the hobby is a matter
of conjecture. This rather arbitrary decision to put up a counter attraction, based
on a lack of confidence in next year's organisers, perhaps possesses slightly dicta
torial aspects. However, the amount of support the proposal receives will in a
sense represent a vote of confidence or otherwise. I would like to point out that,
in the event of Club Championships not being held next year that the Airfix Trophy
should be returned by the Leicester Club to me personally because I am the legal
custodian of that Trophy, as it was originally placed in my care by its donor J.A.S.
Gray of Airfix.

On the pirating of commercial figures - Miniature Figurines and Hinchliffe have
both taken Counsel's Opinion and warning letters have been sent to certain individuals
and organisations. Neville Dickinson tells me that the majority of the pirates seem
to be in their teens which, whilst it might indicate a disinclination or inability to
realise the gravity of their action, it still puts them in the right age group to be
proceeded against legally! And make no mistake, the commercial manufacturers have a
lot to lose and are very seriously up in arms on this point!

It has been suggested that my recently highly-critical reviews of Terence Wise's
books "Battles for Wargamers" arises from personal pique because his publishers failed
to honour a signed contract that I had with them for a book on wargaming in the
Western Desert. This is quite incorrect - I criticise this series because the books
are misnamed and misleading in that they purport to be wargaming literature when they
are really only readily accessible accounts of battles and campaigns and lack any in
formation as to reconstruction or simulation as a wargame,,

DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Subscription Rates:- £2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#6.00 in U.S.A.
#6.20 in Canada - including Bank Handling Charge),

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD
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Beck to your story i.n "Must List" . rding the various "sceles" of model
soldiers one finds these days. You may be interested in my own story about this,
s:nce no doubt it might reflect the other manufacturers own ideas.

First of all, in POirm 3cale I was the first to start this scale in the U.S.A.
At that time : was using original pattern fi urea supplied to me by John Greenwood
zud Kathleen Ball of Grest Britain, with models they had made in this scale (!?-" tall
figures) for socio of their famous dioramas. The figures-8stually stand J .of an inch
tall from toe (top of stand) to head (not including hat). Back in the lat 5C's when
Greenwood and Ball sent me these figures - and remember they were the FIRST commer
cial modela offered anywhere for wargamee in this sca^.s - (2Gmir.) - I would assume
that 20mm meant a figure was f of an Lttch from tea to top of head. Since then, of
course, many 20mm figures are no-.: scaled at 25mm'....- But supposedly, the OB origin
als could be clnssed as a TRUE 20mm scale model soldier.

If you will carefully check the early Airfix models, you will find them really
under - 25mm scale - and some of the later ones are really over - 25mm scale. How
ever, when I first started with 25mm scale several year." ago, I used the 25mm scale
ruler (not an Airfix figure) and my first original figure (carved from balsa wood
at an exact 25mm scale size) might be called an "in-between" under and over Airfix
model soldier!

Recently, I will truthfully admit, my newer 25iom models are closer to 27mm ...
and also my newer 50mm models are closer to 35mm ...; But, let me go into this in
depth.

Back in 1957 when I first came out with 50mm figures, I designed my originals
to exactly match the SAE (Eriksson designed) 50mm scale soldiers on the market at
that time. A careful check of these old SAE's (and the Eriksson models) show they
were truly a 30mm scale model. When Tom Cox designed his famed Sudan War models
for me, they were a TRUE 30mm scale, and in fact, some were under 50mm and some
over 30mm, for Tom told me then that no wo men were exactly the came height, and
therefore some of bis models were "short" Rnd some "tall" men!

For quite a few years thereafter all my 500 designs were a true 30mm size.
Later, other manufacturers entered the field .... competition set it, and their new
"30mn:" model;-, being bigger and more detailed, cut into my sales, even though their
prices were much higher. As a consequence when I rc-designed my 30mn soldier for
the first time about 1963 or so, I made my 30mm soldiers bigger, so that I could
compete. Now, in 1972, as I re-design rcy JOjam soldiers for about the fourth time
since 1957, 1 find my model--; are at least 34mm as an average .... counting them from
the bottom of the feet to the top of thr; head. (This measurement incidentally, is
the "original" one started years ago by Britaina on their 5/Jmm soldiers, and one I
think, most "old time" manufacturers still use).



The same thing became true of my 20mm and 25mm design:; .... competition by other
manufacturers advertising their "true" (?) 20n.ni-25mm-50i.im scale models ... which were
in fact much larger than they advertised ... caused me, and no doubt others, to re
vise their models so as to give the customer what they ••••• ted.

The result of course is horrible. As you point out n Llector knows exactly
what he is getting until his models arrive from the manufac luror. Thus, a Mini-Fig
20mm scale is the same scale as a Scruby 25mm model .... a Hinchliffe 50mm is closer
to 40mm, etc., etc., etc. And today a Scruby 25mm figure is closer to 27mm scale
(which in fact is almost the same size as my old 1 inch figures used to be!). So, I
cannot beg off as not being an offender of the scale problem ... but I can boast_that
at one time I began this whole mess when I came out with the Greenwood and Ball :,'
inch soldier. This originally was advertised as its scale ... ? of an inch tall.
But eventually I made it 20mm instead so that model soldier people would know the
actual size in the metric system that seems to have predominated in military minia
tures since Britaino 54mm seal .

This whole thing will undoubtedly round itself out in a few years as manufactur
ers re-design the models they are producing today. The first step in this direction
seems to me to be the fact that after years of over-pricing their products, Stacden
30mm infantry are back in competition with my own prices for 50mm models. At one

time it cost over #1.00 each here in the U.S.A. for a Stadden 50ir.m infantryman, where
my own sold for around 25 cents. Frankly there was not that much difference in
quality, and we both used expensive tin-alloy metal. So, a good sign for the model
soldier buyer is the fact that Stadden has lowered his price downwards, and this may
be the first step towards a more sensible solution to the "competition" problem that
caused the "scale-race" in the beginning. If leading manufacturers begin to realise
that their competition is producing a model soldier as good as their own, perhaps
we will stop trying to out-scale each other and settle down to the market that is
available without trying to corner it all with over-fancy advertising and over-fancy
prices. In the long run, the tin-soldier business is like model railroading ... you
find mightly little difference in prices and sizes between the major railroad manu
facturers, and if you buy an engine from one maker, it generally will run on the same
tracks that another manufacturer makes. So, perhaps, someday a Scruby 30mm scale
model soldier will be the same size as a Stadden or a Hinchliffe or a Mini-Fig ....

and the buyer can pick the one he wants for his wargame army without getting giants
or midgets to fight with?

This brings up one other item I must talk about after reading your editorial in
this same interesting issue of Wargamer's Newsletter. This is regarding the pirating
of MiniFigs in England by "North of England" people as told in your editorial.

Nov;, of course we have plenty of pirating in the U.S.A., and unfortunately for
your British manufacturers, most of this pirating is of Minifigs or Hinton Hunt war-
game models. I have seen stacks of so-called U.S.A. manufactured figures which are
outright copies - with no changes - of soldiers of these manufacturers. I remember
not too long ago when one dealer in California offered "Stadden" 54mm models - made
by this pirate in California! I know of many pirated Scruby models that were never
made in Visalia, California! It is outrageous as you indicate in your article that
model soldier buyers - especially wargamers - would do such a thing. Like you, I
always admire a wargame player, figuring he ia something special in this world ... but
still in our hobby one finds the guy who likes to steal someone elsee ideas, and then
produce and sell these ideas at a profit to his buddies.

To try and bring these people to court is expensive and in the long run is prob
ably not worth it, for if you lose a bunch of fellows in e wargame club to these
"pirates" you may eventually get some of them back to buying your products after they
get sick of the "forgeries" they are buying. For, in the long run, a casting must be
painted by the owner, and in itself, this is much more time consuming than it is
worth to save a few pennies on a piratdd casting. And of course, in comparing a
pirated figure with a casting from a legitimate manufacturer, even the untrained eye
will pick out the pirated figure - to the detriment of the guy who is proudly showing
off his paint job!

For what it is worth, mo doubt pirates cause some monetary loss to the soldier
manufacturer, but as you point out, the only one that is getting hurt is the member
of the hobby itself. For no doubt, some manufacturers have gone out of business al
ready, and with the time and expense involved in this business today, not everyone
with a few dollars and a yen to cast soldiers, is going into the business. The over-



head will soon eat them up. I have had 17 year3 or more at it, and only in the last
few years hove I been able to make Lt a full time business. Prior to that, I had a
supporting business to help mnke my living. I am sure it is like yourself (or me!)
... I doubt if yo-; will quit your regular business to make the publishing of War-
gamer's Newsletter your full tim" business. It just isn't that lucrative.

And 3peaking of Wargamer's Newsletter. In the final analysis wargame magazines
have come and ,-;ono nlso ... an.' still Wargamer's Newsletter keeps plugging along.
7'-. re 3eem i now to be a wargame magazine being put out 30 or 40 times a month. At
l?st count I think I read somewhere there are over 40 magazines devoted to wargaming
of one sort or another. Frankly, due to the nature of the editor of Wargamer's News
letter, this remains still one of the best magazines in the hobby, and I for one,
having at one tim-: had an exciting encounter with Mr. Don Feathorstone, still look
forward each month to the editorial in Vargamer's Newsletter. For nowhere else can
one find something XEW each month ... whether good, bad or indifferent ... as can be
found or page one of Wergamor's Newsletter listed under the name of "Editorial".
Ke2£ up tii. ;;oo i work and the excitement of your magazine.

On September It I moved to e new and larger manufacturing plant - with a set
uj for a 24 foot (:•: 6') wargama table - huge display room, new manufacturing facili
ties, etc. Some dsy I'll /rite another dispatch and tell you all about it!!

WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Pic Ca.-r; Metal Wa-.-.e:-line .Models

Tri--:r.g "inic Ships: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repes :ed -prices

Cruisei H.M.S. Superb 17^p
Battle Clas. Destroyers; 12-Jp
Daring Class Destroyers 12^-p
Vigilant Class Frigates 12ip
Whitby Class Erigato3 12§p
Ton Class Minesweepers 7sp

Post and Pacing 2^-p per iter:. Over £5 Fost F-eo. .S.A.E.
Harbour Installations.

Napolonr.ic WARCAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.O.M.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct
anatomical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular P.'jn.m
scale. V.axc a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Maiihal of Franc*- Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7£p each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 2Cp each.
Cavalry Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order.

IgurtM

>r list of Ships and

LISTS FREE

Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 CollegeSquareNorth, Belfast 1ITI 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 43699

?!UST 11ST - Continued from Pa=;e 20.

the British Army 1700-1750 put out by Pet<tr Laing cf 11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. I have not seen these figures but they seemingly consist of a
range of 27 items including Foot, Vorre, .Artillery and gun crewd of Marlborough's
campaigns and they sell at Foot 4P> ficrse Op each. Whether or not you feel that all
these variations In scales are necessary, they are stimulating and may well provide a
wargamer w_th exactly th« type of playing he has been seeking.
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AIRFIX FIGURE CONVERSION

GENIE de la GARDE IMPERIALE

by

: .- .I:

:Original Figure - Airfix Standing Cuirassier.

(i) Cut away horse hair from helmet and surface
detail of cuirass. Trim edges of boots and gauntlets,
Remove sabre and horse.

(ii) Use plasticine for crest and plume of hel

(iii) Optional pack and roll of plasticine.

(iv) Affix cartridge case and short sword - card.

(v) Musket from other conversions or made from plastic
covered wire and card as below.

c^T /VtjK er*u»*Mt>
Sifter

(vi) Tails of coat can be obtained by using paper.

(vii) Paint - use thicker paint for the coat and belts -
this will 'hide1 any joins etc..

COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

J. S. Fox

I have recently begun to read Tolkiens' "Lord of the Rings". Although interest
ed by the tales related therein I have experienced no inclination to reproduce on the
board the type of warfare depicted in the book. To do so shows, to my mind, that the
real purpose of wargaming has been temporarily forgotten, or perhaps subdued under a
furious enthusiasm to translate anything and everytning to the table-top.

To me wargaming is the recreation, in miniature,of the tactics of forces
(whether on land, sea or in the air) which have been employed at some time in the
past, or are at present being used. This gives countenance to fictitious conflicts
at a particular period from 1500 years ago right up to the present day, but excludes
Wizards, Dragons, Captain Kirk and the U.S.S. Enterprise, etc., which, while perhaps
being interesting to study do not, I feel, reflect the true purpose of wargaming.

Although I do feel quite strongly about this I am always open to persuasion.

STOP PRESS!

Rose Miniatures of 15 Llanover Road, Plumsteac, London SE18 3ST, have a small
but.inte-esting range of wargames figures but if you are a 54mm collector then you
should send for their Autumn Supplement 1972 and see the very fine range of Pipers
and Drummersj Royal Navy 1767-1815 and German World War II figures.

Ronald Spencer-Smith of 66 Longmeadow, Warren Estate, Frimley, Surrey, has de
cided to come back into the market with his fine range of 30mm plastic wargaraes
figures. Bags of 18 Infantry or 24 Cavalry car. be- obtained for £1.20p. Send a
stamped addressed envelope for catalogue.

This is very welcome news because these figures are ideal for wargaraing, very
cheap and come in a fairly exten -ive range which are ridiculously easy to convert.



£)o YOU AGREE WITH....
STEPHEN REED ?

ON TIME SCALES

Many sets of rules now contain time scales, and most others have an implied
tine per move. These usually arise something like this -

"We want a musket range of 200 yards maximum, so if we want plenty of room to
manoeuvre out of shot let this be represented by 3 inches, giving a ground scale of
1 inch to 25 yards. Let us assume that an overage movement rate is 4 miles per hour
for infantry, or about 120 yards per minute. Thus our move rate will be about 5" per
minute. We can h-^ve a one minute move and get a reasonable ratio between move dis
tance and musket range."

So away you go and fight your battle, but when you come to find out how long it
took in 'real' time it is only 10 minutes! Most people simply ignore this disparity
altojether, and I include in that those who state that each move includes a variable
amount of ielay.

From the realisation that a problem exists three approaches have been made.
First, that the game is playable as it is, and the inaccuracy can be dismissed.
Second, that two types of move can be made, one when a close action is taking place,
and a campaign or map move when it is not, this move being of longer duration. Third,
that much longer moves can be used, but the level of play raised to a more strategic
game.

The third method is probably the only solution which will give realistic battles
in terms of duration, but is not suitable for 25mm troops, unless you have a very
large table. It is, however, feasible with the 5mm type of figure and I am expecting
to see an increasing use of these for larger battles and campaigns, with ?5mm being
used for the smaller battles 33 at present.

The second solution does enable more realism to be introduced to normal game3.
While keening the same fire, melee and morale rules, some adjustment is needed else
where. If your rules involve issuing orders each should take approximately 5 minutes
to think up and dictate, and about 1 minute to pass on. Rallying of broken troops
should take at least 15 minutes, retreating troop; about 10. Any unit that has had
it's formation disrupted will require about 5 minutes to regroup and form up. De
ployment of artillery batteries varies considerably, under action conditions 50
seconds to the first round is possible, but the average is likely to be 2 or 3
minutes, more for heavier types.

If you commence battle with units on the march, and begin issuing orders for
deployment, followed by your attack orders when this is complete, this will allow
greater manoeuvre at the beginning of the game, and the increased time for recovery
and regrouping will avoid the rapid return to the fray of repulsed units. These
amendments will extend the scale time of your game, but will not attain the true
time since real battles involve lengthy periods where very little occurs.

Incidentally, for the Napoleonic Wars, the average movement rate for infantry
on mads was 2;.- miles per hour, without a baggage or siege train. The battlefield
movement, over open grassland, was an average 120 paces per minute, with a charge
rate of 180 paces per minute, over about 50 seconds before contact. The presence
of crops, mud, slopes, ditches, or any obstacle reduces the rate considerably.
Cavalry operated at the walk except when actually going into action, this being
about 5 mph. For road moves they averaged 5i mph. (This road move is a strategic
move over a d&y).

To return to time, one point to always bear in mind is that the quoted times
for manoeuvres, rates of fire, and movement are nearly always those from drill or
practice. The rate in battle, particularly with average or poor troops will be
considerably longer. As an example the rate of musket fire is usually quoted as
two shots per minute, being the time taken for the average British infantry. After
four or five volleys I would suggest that the rate would be below 1 shot a minute,
probably nearer one every two minutes.



NORMAN NEWTON LIMITED

PROUDLY ANNOUNCE

A BREAKTHROUGH
IN

'STADDEN' MINIATURES

30mm and 54mm range now available at the
newly introduced lowest prices ever.

Regardless of where you live a personal visit to
Tradition to see our wonderful range

would pay for itself.

Sorry no list available

50MM WARGAMES FIGURES

INFANTRY - lOp each

MUSICIANS, OFFICERS - 20p each

CAVALRY - 60p each

TRADITION 188 PICCADILLY LONDON Wl
Telephone: 01-734 1352



WAR AND PEACE 1812-1975

Last month we briefly mentioned a weekend running from Friday, 2}v.: February to
Juncaj, 2-3th February, 19/5, at Missenden Abbey in Buckinghamshire. Centering on
Tolstoi's jjreat novel "War and Peace" and its dramatisation in the current B.B.C. TV
series, the literary and historical background to Tolstoi's work provides the setting
for a wargjma based oh' tile 5a tele of Borodino. Lecture; will be given and lh"e war-
gar;..- Birecter by experts from the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, three of whom
acted a.-- military advisers to the B.B.C. production. A number of students will be in
cited to take part _r, ilia name,

Cour: e Director: D. G.Chandler, Deputy Bead, Department of War Studies, R.I-'.A.
."pr.-j'.uvs'.. Tutor;-, and Lecturers: A. Brett-James, Pofld of Department of War Studies,
... .A. ." ..;:•'; C.F.Duffy, Senior Lecturer, Department of Wgr Studies, R.M.A. Sand

hurst and M.J.Orr, Lecturer, Department of War Stu,< • R.'.'-. A, .Sandhurst.

Coarse programme will be as follows:-

'?rida.y, 23rd Febru-iry

'; p.m. to 7 p.m. - COUauS ASSEMBLES 1!. TIME FOR DINNER. 6.15 ?•-'«• - •'• WELCOME
TO MIBSENDSJ A'dS?.1 - ;..L1';/--, K.A., Wa Sen. 2. Outline of Course. Illustrated talk:
WARCAftES - Mr.Ch:..-.die.: ani Kr.Orr..
SMt.irday, 24 th F.-ilrut.iry

8.30 a.m. -THE INVASION OF RUSSIA, 1812, AND THE BATTLE OF BORODINO - Dr. C.J.
DiiffyJ 11 :,.::.. - AW ENGLISH GENERAL'S VIEW OF T'iE RUSSIAN ARMY IN 1012 - Kr.Chandler.
2 p.a| to 4.4? p.m. - WARGAHB: RATTLE OF BORCBINO. 5.15 p.m. - TOLSTOI AND "WAR AND
PEACE" - V.: .Sre tt-Jatr.es. f. j.a, - Talk and Discussion: THE MAKING OF "WAR AND PEACE"
.1.571-2 - Mr.Pre*tt-James, Kr.Chandlea? and Dr.Duffy.

Sunday, 2;th F%-ruary

10 a.m. tc 12.3C a.m. (with brea : :?or coffee) W.'.RGAME (fought through to a finish
and followed by •> fir.-.l talk and discussion). 2 p.m. - COUHCE DISPENSES AFTER LTOfCK.

?:-. cost for tn'is lavish a '2air will b £5.3" ,-ilj-ir. jfttn .* reduction for stud
living ir Buckinghamshire and 0.c£»|cdshira. Enquiries and, applications to The "warden,
Mi sehcen Abbey, Great Miss'endeh, Buc!<in,;!'nr..shire. Tol.Nc. Great Misaonden 2328.

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
IQOKS ^Y DONALD FEATHBRSTONE personally inscribed and signed by the author.

WARGAMES - £1.90p. (#5-75).
NAVAL W/RGAMES - C1.70p. (#5.75).
AIR WARGAMES - £1.70p. (#5-75).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2..-i0p. (#6.50).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £1.9Cp. (#6.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to IpOO AD - fJ-.OOp. (#8.00).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £2.90p. (jfO.OO).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.05p. (#6.00).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - 85?. (#3.00).

A series of handbooks de lin;: wi th var^sninf::

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules fo Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rulss for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary ruler, for operations in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wa ••games by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. Rules for laoe 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald Fentherstone.
7. Rules f;r 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for

early tanks, armoured oars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
B. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Earker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for il.25p. (#5.50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battle-
fields. 55~p! T72.00?.

These publications can be obtained by sending casKwith order to WARGAMER'S NEWS
LETTER. All prices include postage and packing. All dollar and non sterling cheques
require an additional 50 cents Bank handling charge added to them. 10$ must be added
to all prices paid in Canadian dollars.



A NEW LOOK IN WAR GAMES C^T'^'ITIONS?

by

Phil 3nrker

The first annual Wargames Convention, held in Southampton 7 years ago, was a
very welcome event. We all travelled down, gandered at trad" stands, and 3pent more
than we could afford, saw names with which we were familiar from the pages of the
Newsletter playing for the Airfix Trophy, and did a lot of talking to kindred spirits.

The next two events were in London, were much more gl-rssy occasions, and had
bigger end better trade stands. Next year, we were at V/orthing, again a clo ely
organised do. However, from them on symptona of decline started to appear.

The following year the stout-hearted met ex Dundee. All the work involved had
proved too much for a small club with very few members prepared to shore the load,
so there were distinct signs of strain. Trace participation was light, due to the
travelling distance.

Next year, Birmingham provided tha biggest show to date, mainly cue to the event
being held in c largf. hotel in tha city centre immediately adjacent to the main rail
way station, and in the geographical centre of the country. However, the introduc
tion of several subsiduary individual competitions strained the organising resources
of the club to the point where the chief organiser threatened to poison his own team

at the formal dinner if they msde the mistake of winning! So this year we went to
Leicester.

As at Dundee, the number of the Leicester club actively involved in running the
show was insufficient to do a good job, and as at Birmingham, the subsiduary competi
tions increased the load still more, and without wishing to hurt the feelings of those
Leicester people who ran round in circles trying tc cope, it was frankly an organisa
tional shambles. Games started 4 to 6 hour:: late, the Trade people found they had no
.table;, or sometimes no space even, knowledge; Vie umpires were often unavailable for
periods other than Ancients, and no one seemed to know who was due to play whom, whore,
when, or ever who had won. To car everything, Leicester von by one point from Birm
ingham. As all but one- of '.heir organisers had left the district during the year,
and the remaining one had had enough, there was some talk of passing next years con
vention to the runners up. However, after a fortnight it emerged that Leicester
.junior team proposed to hold next years event, at the same vniue. Incidentally, only
4 of the competing team- had expressed their willingness to hold next years conven
tion anyway, sc the Lord alone knows what they are competing for!

By the time the news leaked through, Birmingham had already formed a committee
to discuss the prospect of them having to hold the convention as runners up. If a
national association had been formed, this could have taken the job on, but it was
already obvious that such an organisation could not exist without finance that the
various local clubs were not willing to supply.

Birmingham started off by considering the factors necessary for success. They
considered that people went to conventions:

(a) To see the latest products from the trade.
(b) To watch games between good player...
(c) To chat with other wargamers in comfortable conditions.

Not necessarily in ths-t order, of course.

Enquiries showed that the trade were not havpy -"-'oout ths provision made for them
at Leicester, and th.=t few of the active participants had had an opportunity ev*n to
talk to existing friends, let alone meet new ones. The spectacle provided by the

games war. even more roundly condemned, with ofter. unpainted plastic troops being moved
over crude terrain, by often inept players, in small-cramped rooms. As both major
figure manufacturers pointed out, this was no advertisment for wargaming.

When the news that the junior Leicester team were going to hold the convention
came through, Birmingham had a long hard think, and decided to hold s two day meeting
anyway. Obviously, this could not include the Airfix Trophy competition, but that
was not necessarily a disadvantage, as it seldom included a high proportion of ex
perienced players. Instead, they decided on an invitation tournament, where the 8
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best known good players, not necessarily even United to those from this country, in
each of the six main periods, would be invited to come to Birmingham and compete for
really worthwhile prizes. Obviously, there would be r.o entry fee, and Hinchliffe :u<6
Minings have already agreed to provide a complete wargamea army av the first prize
in 3 eacn of the 6 periods.

The meeting is presently planned for the 1st and 2nd September, and you will be
able to read about i'. in detail in due course.

This sort of competition provide.: the gladiatorial spectacle, but gives no
opportunity to the beginner or lesser known player to get involved. For them we have
a different offer.

Mary of you will already know of the Society of Ancients championship. You play
gams with other members, Bnd send me the results, I work out the points you gain,
and a league table is printed in Slingshot at intervals.. The overall winner, and
best scoring beginner get prises at the end of the year. This has J advantages over
the Airfix trophy cempetition:

1. You play your games at your own convenience.
2. You do not have to play unpleasant, argumenI ative opponents if you do not

want to. These will the.-:, get short of opponents, and maybe change their
ways. icu car. u^e ary rules you both agree en.

3. Even if you do not win, you can get a kick out of watching your name go up
the list from ore year to the next. With new pacple constantly joining the
hobby, you are practically bound to go up. Incidentally, we do not publish
the bottom quarter of the list, so even an all time loser need not worry
too much.

T'ne only problem lies in communicating the results, and this has been solved by
Don kindly offering to print them in the Newsletter. For the moment, I shall keep
the records, and we will cover Napoleonic games only. Next year, I hope to pass the
Napoleonic side on to someone else, and move on to another period. For the moment,
all players will be considered to be of the same level, but next year we will have
some sort of weighing system based on this years results.

COMPETITION RULES:

1. You may play with any opponent or opponents you choose, under eny rules
mutually agreeable, at any time.

2. Yon send the results to ^.e on a piece of paper containing the names,
ada.-.-'sses and signatures of all the players, arid the date and venue of the
game. My address is 757 Pershore Road, Birmingham E29 7NY. There details
ate to cut out the wideboy who invents imaginary opponents. Spot checks
will be made from time to time, and all a prizewinners game results will
be checked with his opponents..

3. Armies should either be equal in points value, or unbalanced by an agreed
amount to compensate for terrain advantages,

4. A win is worth 2 points, a draw 1 point, a loss - nothing. A draw is de
fined as any game where one side does not have ar advantage of at least 10<£
of its original value at the end. Where there are more than two players,
give the results for the sides. Each player for the side gets that result.

5. Your personal score is the number of points collected, divided by 5, or by
the number of gsrres you have played, whichever is the larger.

6. Players using Research Group rules can write to me with queries. They
should enclose a stamped addressed envelope, and the queries should be on
one side of a single sheet of paper, leaving room for answers. Sorry about
thio restriction, but I do have to leave some time for work! Alternatively,
phone 021 472 6207.

7. This years season ends 30th August 1973, Results not reaching me by that
date will be credited to the following year.



THOUGHTS ON THE 1972 CONVENTION

by

Pete Stanton

on thfmne^rd S°W "tf i?^s Convention is going to be run Idid alittle thinking
lS™i ! " \uh%ablllty t0 win aWargames Convention mean that a Club iscompetent to organise the Convention for the following year?

onn* ?aSt Conven*ions have lessons for us. Rules are essential and they must be
good, mown and playable, but many Clubs have published their own rules solely for
tneir own Convention, and how many of them have been failures. The less popular
vZiT'^^ a%Kedi"val and l6™ Century, seem particularly prone to this - the
arnv and\lsZ 2l ^V*-! co?BlBted of a-lebook Celling you how to organise an
flv\Z\T0T °" h°W t0 plSy the eame- J have heacd thot ^ey were devised
loL? tn i^n°TreTirOUP^ fi0h iS fine but the* failed in the transition fromlocal to national level through lack of play testing. They fell into the same trap
Itrl LI "Seda1t W°rthing and the 16th century set used for Birmingham in that they
were put out solely for the Convention and therefore were not widely played so that
the errors were brought out.

The Napoleonic A.C.W. and Modern rules used this year were devised and publish
ed by Leicester in what appeared to be a 'Hard To Read' format and can best be con-
vnf, f??i I Sajrin8!- "These rules are especially designed to exercise your thumb. As
you will spend more time thumbing through them than in playing the game."

A set of rules can be used knowing only a minimum about them provided you have
an umpire who is fully conversant with the rules and the period. However, at Leicest
er one player was Riven three different rulings by three different umpires! As Pach
ruling worked progressively to his advantage he didn't grouse. BUT had the final
ruling been given initially the game might well have gone the other way and next
years Convention would have been at a different venue!

+hq of10 WU*be *hf 4® ^"tenders for next years prizes? In with a chance will be
the 24 semi-imalists from this year but what will be the overall criteria for selec
tion. My advice to anyone who feels he has the ability to carry off a National title
is to get some fast publicity because it will serve you in better stead than skill!
In the Mediaeval period, I do not think that the 1970 or this years games settled any
thing, likewise with the Pike and Musket era. The English Civil War which sparked off
Popular interest in this period has only recently been wargamed and as yet there is no
source of cheap figures to experiment with. (i look forward to the day Airfix bring
out Cavalier and Roundhead sets). 6

The idea the contenders being picked by the organisers of what was originally
™!+^ f ,1 championship is wrong. Lot us stick to the idea of free and open
competition (with all its faults) in which the so-called elites will have to jus?ify

I hope that my remarks will not be taken as anything but constructive criticism,
fining1"0? S°Ve+ conve«°ti°ns with Greg Robertson just how much hard work was

put into the Convention and to overcome the obstacles that invariably arise when
attempumg_to stage such an event. However, a greater emphasis on punctuality, com
petent umpires plus known and playable rules are of far more value than Disco's and
so j orunB

ru~l/r™-J??n KiCh0^;- "Thore a-Pears t0 be ^'ite anumber of arguments over the
2JHJS2 ft" 1R,Jeros*3ne that it was necessary to have a "Super Umpire" - to Wv-nm
Sev^al timls STISSE ?" ^ °Vhe PlayerS did HOt a£ree »ith *e normal umpire.
7 i 1 ft , r-^6 "unt °Ut' th° d00r closcd and the Same awaited frthe arrival of the Super Umpire. The Convention was held in a Motel and the Trade

*«« « excellent job. I am not sure that there should be so much argument and this

might be the last convention I go to for the whole weekend."
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH
AN 18th CENTURY BATTLE

by

C. Brookes.

2**5r*?**««fcw9f>

When my father announced that he wanted to fight a battle a short while ago I
was stuck for ideas. I wanted a change from the usual Napoleonic and English Civil
War that we fight with written orders and complicated rules. I then remembered the
War of the Bombar Succession described in the early 1969 Newsletters and since the
war was never fought to a successful conclusion a hundred or so Airfix War of
Independence figures were quickly transformed into Bavarian, Saxon and Hanoverian
infantry.

The battle was fought on a table measuring 5' x 6'. The rules were similar to
those used by Neil Cogswell with an average dice to vary the effects of firing and
meleeing.

The forces were:-

Bavarians & Saxons

3 Bns. Grenadiers

3 " Jaegar
12 " Line

25 Sqs. Horse
2 Guns

Hancverians

2 Bns Grenadiers

5 " Jaegar
9 " Lino
16 Sqs. Horse
2 Guns

To balance the difference in numbers the Hanoverians started in possession of
half the table and could take up a good defensive position.

a O
a

& v±l Itl .±1

The map shows the positions at the start. The Bavarians planned to destroy the
enemy by breaking through in the centre. The Hanoverians played into the hands of
the Bavarians by forming a line broken by the village and the woods. Neither side
made good use of the artillery since both left guns on the flanks where they took
little part in the battle.

The Bavarians advanced their centre screened by light infantry. Saxon infantry
marched along the ridge to protect the flank of the main body against a counter
attack by the cavalry of the Hanoverian right. The Hanoverian gun in the centre was
very unlucky and the Bavarian losses were slight as the centre advanced. As the
Bavarians came to close quarters with the troops holding the village the Hanoverians
brought reinforcements from the right. These were taken in the flank by Saxons
coming off the ridge and broke leaving the village open to attack on two sides. -The

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14.



"Jalking of ^/argaming
by don featherstone
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Whatever period you shooss for your waxgaming activities *t will stitl be: necer-
a.vy te consider thequesti cr. of missile weapons e ad their simulation :n our miniature
battlefields, Zo satisfactory represent the fire-power effects •:.' weapons, whether
they to javelin or machire-gun, the wf.rgamer must have a sound background knowledge
of the woaponi" with which the trocpt ir his particular period were armed.

During the period from the 16 tr to the l?th century, the commander cf troops in
the .field required a weapon of moderate weight which could be ceriied without too
cnxch disccirfort by an average infantryman, marching along poor roads or cross—country.
Tie- weapon had to be canal le cf bring oporateii in wind or ::•••-in or any other adverse
.-onditLor.s. When Infantry wees armed with firelai-Jcn, the soldier had, 9.-; f:r as
possible, tc be protected from the tachn'OKl deficiencies and drawbacks cf his own
weapon. This meant that the firen-- had to be reasonably free from jamming cr the
possibility of exploding in his face nor :id Jt*have to tufce ac greet »i load of
powder that the recoil wv.s too fier- - foe hi? to successively sustain during the
course of a linttle. If the weapon possessed any sights: then ih---y had to be invulner
able to damage. In othe-" worSs, everything bod tc be tough and rugged so 'hat it
could withstand the ardours and knocks of campaigring. And, b-c-'use sirmiss have bean

abject to penny-pinching politicians since the beginnings of time all th. .••> factors
had to b(- achieved at a low cost *td t e uespon oapeble of being turned out relative
ly easily Lii large- numbers.

.'he amoiuitjtiino, car'.ridges, tells, powder isoctsinern and wndding hid to \c. so
sleraenta y that the simple minded pei-'ate ooldiwr of the dsy could hendle them with
speed and confidence once he ha-! be- n trnined in their use.

Of course- it was rare f<.r all of these f?c!ors to be achieved at the s?me time
-i 3 with the same uespon so that Marlborough st Blenheim and Wellington st Waterloo
both knew bhnl there were ?«r superior breech-loading rifles of greater scc.tracy in
existence mt red to scoept thai tbsi- men would do the best they could with a
service ale ma^le-loading black powder fieing flintlock musket, whioh was the nost
aonvpnient and remlily available weapon at hand.

The ordinary firelock u.-ed by .infantry s.l-lier?. in the 10th and 19th eenbucies
had little chance of hitting a target smaller than the <?id* of a bare at t: range 0"
jjore thai" 100 yards. There vv s * high prvporticn of misfires - with the flint:..-ee
musket tr:= average number of misfires in a thousand h-.'t.-. was Jll. Right up until,
the middle of the 19+h century, Vno old musket in current use thre--; th - bu31ot hi«jh
- hence- f-e orders of Sir CharlfS Napier to his troops ir. Si.nd : "*™ 8 first duly of a
soldier is . t mM ence; the 8?oa»d is to fire lorf".

inferno

rifle was far superior
to ope-;;i.e, qi.ii-k tc reload and

~.. ~. ~^-1 — — .— -.^

any urni previously issued to the Bri ish soldier, was eai
•eckoned a.-j«ucnt«» vp to 800 yards.

Well, there is n few details about firesrns of the Horse—ani-Musket period - it
only scrap's the surface and if you want more information (as you snould do if the
rul^s arc to be accurate) t en let us hope that it has whetted your appetiie ar>d you
will seek further.

The current interest in the 5m.'!i (l:100o) scale figures hes rather outstripped
the availability of terra '.n on which to fight t.heu. Here. «is the "HINT OF THE MONTH"
is details of how 1.0 malce a long row of houses from blocks of bslsa-wood with the top
surface cut to -epresent .-.loping roofs. Thin balss sheet mokes realistic walls and
ohirineys and with these row? of houses relatively larre towns and villages .-a*-', quick
ly be manufactured. rMltt

Sr4tf

,'j*£*n -? sUort
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WARGAfv"

for the v

.

tl

This has been a neglected period
although it has been fought in the

National Wargames Convention. These
Rules enable you to fight all the
major wars from the Great Italiar^
Wars to the English Civil War tfLcL
on b figure to men scale of
-•.•her 1:20 or 1:60 - allowing

ikirmiBhes or battles.

Available from:-

Dave Millward,
56 Bells Lane,
Birmingham 314

Price 50p

5QN.

Post free.

4

-^

THE PIKE AND SHOT SOCIETY

Following the success of the Society o£ Ancients in promoting interest in
ei.cie.it wargamee, enthusiaots in Birmingham are trying to form a similar society

.alisir.g in the period 1450-1700. As the dominating weapons of this neriod were
the pike and the new firearms, the Society will be called the Pike and Shot Society,
hoping to build up an initial membership of 100 it is anticipated that this will in
crease with time. The Society will publish a quarterly magazine called "The Arque-
ousier , covering warfare and wargames during the period-. Only avail able-to Society
^embers the magazine •.ill publish suitable material from what we hope will be a live
ly Bnd interested membership. The annual subscription to the Society will cover the
sost oi the magazine, Toe first issue will be published in January 1973 and edited
by Dave Millward. Each arn-ber will receive a set of official Society rules which it
is hoped, over the y hi :., ill be improved through discussion in the Arquebusier. A
oociety Wargamen Chumpiqj.Mh.ij will be run each year on e league basis and several
.Local neeTines will 1,,. hula during the year with the first being held in February at
the Ladywooc, Community Cdnt-e in Birmingham - full details will be published in the
January Arque-busicr. Burin- its first year the Society will be administered by an ad
r.oc committee made up of well-known wa-gamers with an interest in the period, pending
the holding of full-scale elections before the first A.CM. in April 1974. The annual
subscription of £1.50 for the year ending December 1973 will be welcome and any cor
respondence needing an answer should be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope.
Write to D.B.Millward, 56 Bells Lane, Birmingham Bl/J 5QII.

Battle Report oi' Month - Continued from Page 12.

defenders were quickly overcome but the Hanoverians managed to reform behind tne' road
leaving the infantry in the woods struggling to rejoin the main body. As they tried
to escape they were attacked by the Bavarian right. Meanwhile the cavalry reserve
came through the gap left by the retreat and took the Hanoverian line in the flank.
At this point Hanoverian cavalry were brought across from the right but it was much
too late. The Bavarian cavalry destroyed 2 battalions in the centre which was by
then crumbling and unable to resist. The right was still intact and the Hanoverians
were not molested as they surrendered the field.

The Bavarians lost 1500 infantry and 200 cavalry; the Hanoverians 2,500 infantry,
300 cavalry and 2 standards.

The battle took about 3 hours to complete and was very enjoyable. Units were
not allowed to march obliquely and took a long time to change direction or formation
(half a move). This made it important to position the armies well at the start
since it would be difficult to reorganise after making any mistake. Had the Hanover
ians been positioned behind the village they would have been able to repulse any
attack by troops who would be disorganised in passing the obstacles.
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Warrior
metal miniatures

Send 5p for catalogue

G.R.Seton

23 Grove Road
Leighton Buzzard, Beds.

HEW 25mm WARGAME FIGURES

ANCIENTS

Al 1

Al 2

AR 12

AR 13

G 9
G 10

Indian Archer with bamboo bow.
Indian with spear and shield.
Roman Aux. in wolfskin with shield and spears
Roman Legionary throwing Pylum.
Greek Archer.

Hoplite advancing with sword and shield.

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

EC 30 Officer with Halberd.
EC 31 Standard Bearer - soft hat.
ECC13 Dragoon - capable of being a foot figure.

FOOT - 6p. CAVALRY - 14p. CANNON - 25p.

Postage: Orders under £5 add VZff», Over £5 free.

1*1 HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM. HUDOERSFIEID. HD7 3NX. ENGLAND.

I Foot Figures
! Cavalry
1 Equipment

NEW RELEASES-NOVEMBER 1972
25 mm RANGE

ANCIENTS
AHUC1 Hun cavalry
AHU1 Hun firing bow
AH5 Hun pony
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN22 OldGuard officer - attacking
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(FNC)
FNC33 Line lancer trooper
FNC34 Line lancer officer
FNC35 Line lancer trumpeter
PERSONALITY FIGURES (PF)
PF9 Lord Roberts
PF10 General Robert E. Lee
PF11 General Ulysses S. Grant
EQUIPMENT GROUP (EG)
EG2 British Colonial 2 5" (screw)

gun and 4 firing crew

^" '̂m*„™nd'nc9 ""]?' "' ll9''!C• °nd C«Uao tomorrow oo why not visit your loco
you one ot today', pooplo.
Mom tojjomo next month plus .II the cm

?RAKQU,Rl^ELC^EDn0W -5P ' ,r°m *""' ** 5I°Ck'3'-

20 mm RANGE
20 mm FIGURE RANGE
B6 British infantry N.C.O.

binoculars
B8 British Paratrooper advancu-g
G12 German infantryman firing

panzer laust
G13 German infantryman panzer

faust loader

20 mm EQUIPMENTRANGE (20)
20/24 German WWII 75 cm Light

infantry gun
KBSS,"»'•• SOIE AGENTS OF OUR PRO
DUCTS IN SCANDINAVIA AND FINLAND
.-.'-. f

Hobby Scr
Bo« 318.
S.131-103
Nocka 3.
Sweden.

stockist, you

ling rang*. It c

wilh

case of difficulty send S.A.E. and 5p.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS
Station St., Meltham,

Huddersfield HD7 3NX

England

Designers and Manufacturers oj Fine Class
Military &J Naval \4otiets. Equipment,

Dioramas, and Figures,

Principals: /•'. / limhlijje
I'.Gilder
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READERS' FORUM YOU WRITE

TO US

"I am writing once again to renew my subscription to your splendid magazine. One
of its most important aspects I feel is to keep wargamers up to date about what is
happening via the "Must List" and elsewhere.

Readers may be interested to know about a new boardgame called "The Pentagon
Game" it is a reasonably priced (95?) reproduction of the Vietnam War. I have used
it once or twice and it seems to me that the Viet-Cong should be led by the most skil
ful player as it is not easy to tie up the American and South Vietnamese forces who
can just sit on their larger towns and be quite safe while the majority of their
forces can engage in regular warfare with the North. (irregular units are at a great
disadvantage in the open).

I thoroughly agree that there could be some improvement to the magazine but then
others would disagree with my choice. As it stands it is a very good mixture of all
periods - except Ancient - and in spite of A.Dalton's letter I have not seen too much
modern. I got very put off by massed tank battles etc., and sold my force. I agree
that "Firing into the Brown" is rather a jumble of disconnected historical facts which
have very little bearing on anything. I think the purpose of a magazine like yours
which has limited space is to keep people informed of new products, clubs and events,
to publish battle reports and discussions on rules and to convey the experiences of
other wargamers. (The article on Equipping a Wargames room was particularly interest
ing and useful).

I recently got your book "Wargames Through the Age3". In your fighting assess
ment tables in several places you give a blank for itsems such as desperation. This
means that disciplined fighting forces who showed no desperation are regarded as timid
in the extreme for the total assessment figure. Surely discipline makes desperation
unnecessary and they always fight with the same courage and skill. Thus a disciplined
force should get 3 points for that category, not because they fought better when des
perate but that they do not need to be desperate to display exceptional courage and
skill. Alternatively a negative factor should be introduced for the degree to which
they are terrified by the enemy.

I have recently tried casting my own figures in planter moulds as in "Wargames".
The degree to which the mould breaks up seems to be governed by the size of the cast
ing. I have a mould of an infantryman which is still good after 24 castings but horse
moulds tend to break up after 10 or 15. I am soon going to try using silicone rubber."

John Haines of London.

*******

"For your interest, I am writing this letter North of the Arctic Circle, aboard
HMS Ark Royal. We have been participating in a wargame called Exercise "Strong
Express", a large NATO combined exercise.

My next unit, which I take over in mid-October is not a simple one either. MCTG
is short for Mobile Civilian Transport Group! It is made up of German 'civilians',
who wear a green uniform, are formed into sub-units and have their own 'NCO's'. This
strange set up can be explained as follows.

In 1945, at the end of the war in Europe, numerous service units of the Wehrmncht
surrendered to the Allies as they were overrun. Faced with the problem of administer
ing the large force stationed in West Germany, the Transport Units were pressed into
service, given British equipment and supervision. Such Nazis as were to be found in
these units were removed. These units continued to serve until the present day.

Service with these units means to be the only British officer with two senior
NCOs, an ASM REME and SQMS RCT. At least I should be able to improve my German. The
task of the unit is to provide local domestic transport for a Brigade, thus relieving
front-line units of manpower-consuming routine tasks.

My unit will be split over the Eastern Ruhr, near the Mohne See, with my quarters
in Iserlohn. I shall belong to the BMH Officers Mess! It does mean that I shall be
living with my family for the first time in nearly 2\ years, after service with the
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RAF and RN! Looking forward to some hobby-time too."

David Jeremy of BFPO 20.

*******

"I have some new equipment since you visited me, greatly improved palisades
made from cocktail sticks, a keep and gatehouse with removable rides, more walls •••
towers, ornate wagons for the aristocracy and more engines and troops.

The Autumn Campaign 1402 is due to be fought. I expect there to be three slog-.
assaults. We are coming up to the third day of a battle in the Bay of Biscay. The
score so far is both sides have had two ships fly the action. The French have
captured two prizes and sent them safely off, the British have captured three but
only one has got away safely. The coming day will show two prizes and one 74 limp
ing along under jury masts one 74 with two masts and one with three for the British.
The pursuing three French have only lost one mast but their crews are rather weak.

We are going to fight a large American Civil War Campaign now my army is up
here. I have just completed the first copy of rules adapted from my Napoleonic rules
which were adapted from my Mediaeval rules which were adapted from your book "War-
games". Prompted by the latest Airfix offerings I have at last started a Napoleonic
set-up. I intend to have unusual armies i.e. a British one with no 95th Rifles and
no Scots Greys and a French one with no Old Guard."

Slim Mumford of West Lothias.

*******

"There isn't bo? much happening here. The group we had going fell apart last
fall and it is hard to pick up [.he pieces. So far we have r-bout 4 '-oguli-r players
and 3 or 4 intermittent players.

This brings up one complaint I have about you British. Our games are held in
two locations about 40 miles apart. In fact at least one guy travels a minimum of
12 mile- tc isct to any game. Usually 30run Napoleonic;--; here and 1/1200 World War II
Naval there. Now rny complaint, with surprising frequency I hear .--omebody crying "I
just moved to .... and can't find anybody interested in fighting the Au:^'.ro-Turkirh
war in 27£mm." (We feel it ir. only a slight exugg^rstion). When we will sometimes
travel 200 miles just to play a game wo don't feel very sorry for this poor soul."

S.Richard Black of Illinois, U.S.A.

*******

"Your notice that it was time for subscription renewal to the Newsletter was
rather opportune as I would rank the accompanying issue as one of the best during
the pastyear. The article of prime value to me was your "Must List" discussion of
the various scale :izes. As a wargamer of eighteen months' duration, I hsve become
aware of this blatant and vexacicus problem. This difficulty compounds^ trans-
Atlantic purchasing, conceivably even to the point of discouraging purchases for
f:ar of getting ill-matching pieces. Short of a real solution, your survey, combin
ed with judicious selection, at least makes the situation more manageable."

David M. Ncel oT Ohio, U.S.A.

*******

"Well I get a kick out of reading all those arguments about standardised and
the free lancers. Who are they all kidding nnyway Eon, "Man convinced against his
will, is of the same opinion still", or so my Yorkshire mother always told me. I
do agree with one thing repeatedly said and that is if a wargamer p;<ys attention to
all that is said he is bound to learn something.

.1 never read a hobby journal, book, etc., or attended a convention I did not
gain something from it. One thing I like about conventions, I always see old
friends and make new ones. It seems that ago has nothing to dc with it - this fall
I made a good friend out of a lad only cbout ?0 yars and I am 50. It seems it ir
common interests and mutual feelings about them that binds the ties.

I really did not intend to get in a senncn Don, just to say that I hnve no com
plaints about the magazine, I am a fellow who does not wi.hdraw his subscription be
cause X$ is not on what he likes. I read the Newsletter from cover to cove" - some
of the articles that I figure do not look so interesting, I read them anyway - I
found that I learned a lot by disciplining myself so."

George Lord of Ontario, Canada.
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MUST LIST

1 always think that there is nothing I describe in this section that is of great
er interest tc readers than details of new wargames fi.-rures and this month should
brins ~ea~s of ioy to all! Why? Because Airfix have brought out their long awaited
Waterloo British Infantry and British Artillery! The British Infantry box consists
of 4* rieces made ur of a runted officer, a bugler; a drummer; 7 marching men; 3
sergeants wi-h spontons; then there are 2 men sitting down doing something er other;
.: men re-loading*; - men standing "looking on"; 5 men crawling along (or wounded); 5
aer advancing at the high port; ? men standing firing; 5 men"on guard"; 5 men kneeling
firing and -• ~-c.i knejlir.g "or. guard"; ? men standing at the ready. It is a very in
here£*ing groux of :" pxre-a 1 r. ugh one r>r two ci' them are in queer positions and
mich-well hsvd seen substituted by the more useful positions (in a wargamos cense)
•-ovever ~thev will sell liko ho: cakes and the -iapolecnic wargaming period will become
ever, -ore rorular •.'•.a:: ever.

Ur.s ',-,-. :erl.-o British Ar~-llery consists of one limber with six horses; two guns;
3 -::v.-.-i: ;:":'i ••;•-: i sested riders for the limber; 1 mar. carrying buc/.ots; a gun crew
of " aeri an- a few odd buckets and casks etc. I cannot quite see the reason for giv
ing cnVliaber and :vc guns and - "think it might have been better, wargaming point of
viewI tc".fve"=2de the tearts to consist ;:" four horses only and given another limber
!UI"1•...;,"". t jcn»"j rur."*Airfix (although I have some of their shares and daily read with
r^lVVJ ":_e~Finencial cciunr.3 of a_- aorning paper). Needless to say these figures
vili'ae gvidly"seised uron by w3r._-3r.ers and, painted up I imagine they will look ex-

Ws-'. ve s-arted off fighting 54=o scale; then we got on to >Omn while seme en-
j.>a.*a,ta deviated and crciaei the 40mm figure as having a bit of the merits of both
,.~ -v., 1a£t tvc EcalesTalong comes the 20am (HO/00 scale figure) and probably because
IT- Z'*6 y--,_r figures tut out in this scale by Airfix, becomes the predominant scale
used"in'var'raning today. But that isn't good enough and, as so clearly discusced in
Jack Scrubyotir luo.it of the Month article in the earlier pages of this Newsletter,
commercial*aakers started makin* their 2Cmm figures a little bigger and a little
-.._," e..s B little bi-rer until they becsae 25mm figures thus being sole to be con-
"^aeg'-yith =a-"lv 30aa figures. Then next come- a real breakthrough when Miniature
Fisru-ines Vlrnsd tut their 5mb figures, . Id ... ;roup. af regiments or battalions -
-£>in- sossible tactical wargaaing of a vary different nature and probably much more
_..._.-•! •--: - --•.--. chat -0 which we are accustomed to on our wargames tables. Hardly nad
'fi -o^'over thjt shock and begun to re-organise cur terrain on a aini-alniature basis
than ou" ol- friend Jack Scruby comes along with his 9mm or N-gauge military minia-
_U„J3 .^ich he tessingly ask3 are they .... "the ultimate in wargaming?" JacK goes
jn t. 3a'*"".."-."DU,.- m.j --,- -h5 r.step between" board wargaming and miniature wargaaing.
-.he toa-d ear."- w'-c has no desire to paint soldiers can easily spray-paint "red" and
,"i-.-uc>. *orce3 and thus have "Instant Armies" with which to battle. The models can be
used as "markers" on a tactical battle board map if the enthusiast has no desire to
set involved with N-lauge battle ground accessories.

Besidec -he important factor of price, the wargamer will be stirred by the tre-

can be fought all at one time, in one great wargame!"

Sc far Jack has turned out soldiers of the Napoleonic Wars i.e. British, French
and Bavarian, with a Basil but relatively adequate choice of infantry and cavalry for
p1 Thev a'-e sold by the bag cf 20 infantry at 02.00; 10 cavalry at 02.50; a bag of
ll aetal Lving trays 02.50; abag of 5 cannons 01.25; a bag of 10 artillerymen
Standard Bearers, Officers 01.50. Postage is a 01.00 minimum on 5^ to 100 aooels.
7^1, tllt asd -eklar postage cased on 200 infantry per pound (100 cavazry or guns).
British vergaaers should write to Jack first at P.O. Box 3125, Visalia, California
552,'"7, for prices before sending any cash.

One Interacting feature of all Jack's catalogues is the information he gives
(including painting and conversion de-ails) and in the case of these 9mm scale models
Jack claias that they can be converted from one Napoleonic Army to another simpxy by
-aintin:- =0 tfat soldiers of 3imcst every major and minor army that appeared can be
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turned out and Jack list:: the figures that can be converted from his existing range.
Jack'j catalogue goes on to say - "In developing the 9mm scale model soldier, we at
Scruby Miniatures had to work out methods whereby the wargamer could handle these
figures easily. By using our methods you will find the 9 am figures the easiest to
hun.ie and fastest to paint of ail our model soldiers! The secret is tc leave the
scldiers attachec, to the touring sprue until thoy have been finished in ill respects.
rr.cn they can be glued permanently onto moving trays. (Trsy:. C.-.K oe purchased from
us or be made by you st home from cardboard or balsa wood.) Once set up for wnrgara-
mg on these traye,, N-Gauge figures are as easy to handle as any of the larger war-
game soldiers."

Claiming that N-Gauge wargaming has vast potential and offers many possibilities
Jack Scruby says:-

""S ratogy-Tactical" level wargamos in which N-Gaugo tro&Di: are organised on
bat-alion, ongade, division or cccps levels is one possibility. Or, as J have don:.',
t:is game can be played in ever, mere detail using "Company" level ~tar.de (b companies
.0 a trench battalion composed of 4 men per "company stand").

^ In the "Strategy-Tactical" game one can duplicate "concealment" with markers un-
scout cavalry have un-screened a "concealed column" of anemy trcope,. "Forced

r-ew rules as terrain pieces become objectives in the "campaign-buttle'-.

And, woe to the wargame general who hss failed to thoroughly plan out his
"ccrnpaign-battie". In a regular tactical uargame, mistakes can often be rectified -
out in a "Straisgy-Tactical" game, with N-Gauge soldiers on a standard wargamc table,
wiitaxes v.-il^ mean the loss of valiant battalions who suddenly find themselves fight
ing stronger forces with no friendly troops near enough tc "oo.t.c tc the rescue"!

For the wargame; cluL, perhaps I.-Gauge soldiers will be used as strategy feces
to play on mope,. V/hen a tactical situation arises, the battle can be transferred to

table-tcp using regular scale arr.:ic-s. Experience has proven this to be exciting,
especially when rules are devised that make "strategy-level" action possible."

There ie a lot about old Jack Scruby in this months issue,isn't there but I
nave also got a other catalogue cf his advertising his normal 25mm and 50mm Kapolecn-
ic -rgures - „.is time Swedish and Danish soldiers of 1007. This is a little investi
gated aspect of Napoleonic wars and could well be followed with great profit by the
wargaaer w.no van.s tc eight Napoleonic^ but is a bit fed up with ull the usual units
anu campaigns.

Po fight wjrgamcs one mu.-.t have model solfilers; dice; tape measures and tules -
olthougu judging by what one sees and rtads tnere is aamj reason to doubt whether a
xarGe number of warg^icrs hare laid-down rules or make theo uc .is they go alon^'
Probably because they aaae into ^eing ax a time when there was a crying'need for
thorougn 3--s of rules that gave a realistic simulation of the pi-riod in question,
those rulos put out by the Vargamss Research Group of 75 Arclingly Driv,, Goiing-by-
Sea, Sussex, have bscoae the mo.it used rules (particularly in tho Ancient period)
certainly in tnia country. Their latest offering are Araour" and infantry Waigames
Rules for the r?i-J.od i?v5-1930 and, although 1 hare not fought with them, I have no
doubt „:.ey will be just as thorough, argument provoking and comprehensive as those
tnat nave gone oexore. In „end_ng them to me Lob O'Brien writes;- "Before you say
"What - more tables!" I should Bxplain that the tables are a "must" if we are going
to cover mojt cf the types that were in use in fchs period, but a.-; w-t explain in the
Appendices, one does not have to use everything all at once, and these rules will be
equaxly valid xor the chap who want, to fight small actions, with a minimum of sup
port and complication, as for those who want tc bring in the lot. One Thing we do
stress is the use of the new 1/3C0 scale figures and terrain, this give, a much
setter eifeet on ;hc taole, and one can stress concealment and proper reconnaissance.
Lie usual ready ref sheets aw included, but note that the "production" versions will
nave Oiec.t plasuic covered, racking then more durable ir. u:;e. We ars no-- doin* -his
with ail our rules as and when they need reprinting. The- Rules are S5p post fVee
irom me, but we .l0pe to have them in some of the bettor known Model and Hobby shops
beXore long." J *

Bob tells me that they have in the pipeline a set of rules for 1500 to 1750 and
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B „.\. ., • ,--i.... book by Richard Kelson on Ancient Warships and Navies.

-• -- sntion oi beard-wargamors La drawn u tne warganas Research Group's first
essay in-to production of a boxed wargame DSCL1K3 AKB FALL. The Research Group's ad
vert on .,.."-. page of tfcid icogasine gives very full details of both this game- and
the rul mentiom I ibov . riiis Group are occivj ijam • , ... llectual, thinking
men ,.o, ... bough Ln a commercial sens,, are giving a great deal tc the hobby from
which -r.ey have obtained ;o much enjoyment. Tncj deoervo your support.

Talking sf intellectual thinking uargamer* brings me round to my old friend
Keith iO.-n~jr of '0 rfalcoH rfalk, Peterborough PB3 6QF, who used to dazzle us with
science •t my wargames table until the lure of a better job (or maybe it was Divine

and

Keith 3ays"they "fellow the Pestherotone principle of simplicity whenever possible,
aiding complication only if pic. :rs .:::.: it." They sell for 55? each including pos t-
age and packing. 1 he.vo not foughs with these rules any more than 1 have done abou.-:
a tVcusand other things that I would like to get around to, but I have looked at l..-em
an.; hay seem to ae to be reasonably easy to understand and to cover in a relatively
siapis manner all tha salient .'eatures one- expects to encounter in modem warfare.
More than tint, 1 know Keith Robinson to be- a very highly enthusiastic, thinking man
whose (rest of va-.:e.min.: is above the ;.vcrage so 1 have no doubt whatsoever that if
he thinks the3e rule* are worthy of being ocmaeroially produced and solo to his fellow
hobDyists then thoy are worthwhile. I hope shortly to be going up tc Peterborough
w'.:r, I wight get a chance to fight under '.hem - in the happy likelihood of suficient
Lim being available to J:; that, ." v.'iil com back and give a report en their pay
ability.

The- latsat Sallona Military Vehicle Data numbar 14 has arrived and contains de
tail:; of a number of British, American an! Canadian "soft" vehicles of World War II.
This series is very comprehensive and not only includes a photograph of each vehicle
and a plan but also the fullest technical details. If you are one of those wargamers
who make 311 your qwj soft vehicles then you must_have this series.

• ... Divouac 30oka Limited of 2; Sari Street, London EC2, I have received a
further v.sir cf fchjir Liniioraation care.;; - ibis tia L - Line Infantry and Hie
Black Eranswickers. The3a sell at 75P fao;i inclusive of post and packing and, in
addition to containing more than a dozer, coloured illustrations of uniforms (back
and front views), theie are also line drawings. They may contain a little bit eoo
much information for wargamars althougn the necessary basic colouring details are to
be found out any.fay 00 why not learn a lot mere by obtaining these original and
beautifully pro-lucsd sourcss of uniform information?

Arscenf/from American enthusiast Lou Zoechi tails ma that he U really serious
ly going in for designing Science Fie Lion games and has three under way. He tells
•ae thftt the electronic r.V. Star Trek game was not his design but was made by a
friend and is sold in coaplets units priced at about 0100 each. Leu also tolls me
that the American firm Motorola has brought out an electronic simulator which plugs
into your "'.V. set and permits you to plae) games on tin. screen; it is called Odossy,
sells for 0100 and Is similar out not a:, good as the item Lou's friend has developed,
at least from a wargaaer's point of view. Lou has also got a new Air• tc Air combe.t
game coming out which lacks a title, being called at the- moment PIGHTER Srfr.EP or
>ffiSSERSC3HI ;T3 AKD MUSTANGS or KESSERS3HMTTT3 AND THUNDERBOLTS, etc. He is looking

and 16 "in scale" detachable aircraft counters are provided. Under consideration he
" the air combat game. II youhas a bomber, dive bomber and World War I equivilont of the air oomuat game. 11 y

are interested in any of this or in American Civil War game called GE-TYo jURG
"tgADES tbvn write tc Lou Zonchi, 38'3 Montana, Victorville, Calif. 92392, U.S.A.
"you are an American send a stamped addressed onvelope, if you are writing irom

at Britain send ail International Reply Coupon.

On top of all the scales of figures mentioned this month and in previous months,
now have yet another range in the 15mm (1:120 scale, 2§mn = 1ft) metal figures of

CONTINUED OH PAGE
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Books

THE WAR GAME edited by Peter Ycung. (12" x Ql"; 125 pages. Cassell and Co. -
£3.ocTT

This lavishly produced and illustrated book (there are coloured and black and
white photographs, maps, line drawings, etc., on every single page) describes ten
historic battles fought between 400 BC and 1942 AD each described by a well-known
writor/wargamer as follows - Charles Grant at Thermopylae; Philip Warner at Agin-
court; Peter Young at Edgehill; David Chandler at Blenheim; Charles Grant at
Lobositz; Aram Bakshian Jr at Saratoga; David Chandler at Austcrlitz; James Lawford
at Waterloo; Clifford C. Johnson at Gettysburg and Donald Featherstone at El Alamein.
The very fine photographs which are said to include 20,000 model soldiers, guns,
tcnks, etc., were taken by Philip 0. Stearns and show the model soldier collections
cf many weli-known wargamers depicting the battles described in the book on terrains
set up by Peter Gilder. The illustrations of arms and equipment, incidents, soldiers,
uniforms, etc., are of the greatest value to wargamers and the military historian
and each of the battles is admirably described in a clear and most readable manner
so that the reader should never more be in any doubt as tc exactly what happened on
these specific fields. Notwithstanding all that, (and the fact that I was one of
the authors) tha bc-ok is misnamed because, other than the excellent photographs
which could be of wargames in progress, no attempt whatsoever is mode to relate the
battles to any table-top wargames or simulations. Nevertheless it is a very fine
book that will be of interest to ell who fight battles with model soldiers, if only
because the photographs cannot help but stimulate even the youngest wargamer to im
prove his standard of terrain and figure painting! At £$.00 this book, in the light
of todays prices, is remarkably cheap because it is a "coffee table" volume which is
only able to be sold at this price because large overseas orders enable the publish
ers to print a large number of copies.

THE GUINNESS BOuK 0? TANK FACTS AND PEATS by Kenneth Macksey. (9&« x 7"; 240
pages; ?1 colour and 170 black and white illustrations. Guinness Superlatives Ltd.
£2.75p).

This is a most exciting book and contains more information packed within its
pages than I can ever recall in any other volume of a similar nature. From the very
beginnings of tank warfare (and indeed back to the chariots of Or in 3000 EC) the
book discusses every conceivable facet of armoured vehicles and their achievements,
particularly valuable and interesting are the illustrations and details of experi
mental and "one-off" Vehicles which never reached the battlefield. The appendices
themselves would make a very fine book - Tank nomenclature; Camouflage; Principal
A.F.V. campaigns and battles; Important A.J.V's which entered service; Data of A.F.V.
main armaments which entered service; Anti-tank guided weapon data; Tank strengths
by nations and How to build a tank. Major Macksey the author, and hi? numerous
fellow contributors are Ell Royal Tank Regiment men and, as one who had the honour
to similarly serve in that regiment, I applaud their work which is not only a mine
of information on armoured fighting vehicles but is also a tribute and a memorial
to their place in warfare.

der Regiment 1702-195? by DouglasTRIED AND VALIANT - The Story of The i'or

irlond. (8f" x %"; 259 pages; 37 illustSutherland. (8?" x 5£"; 259 pages; 57 illustrations. Leo Cooper - £4-20p;.

In the same way as do the "Famous Regiments" series of the same publisher, this
book tells the glowing story of a typical British regiment and is written by an ex-
member of that regiment with enthusiasm and affection. Cn every page there are
names familiar to the military historian and feats that stir the blood. The only
trouble is that when one of these books about a famous British infantry regiment has
been read then one seems to have read them all as each is filled with the colour,
fire, doggedness and bravery of our military ancestors (and indeed their present
day descendants) who have painted pages on the military history of the world that
are second to none. A pleasant book, easy to read but why on earth is it so expen
sive?

BATTLES FOR WARGAMERS - The 2nd Punic War by Terence Wise. (7$" X 5:;"; 43
pages; 6 maps; 6 photographs. A Bellona book published by Model and Allied Publica
tions Ltd. Soft cover - 75p)«
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This third volume in the series has exactly the same faults as the others (s-ee
Editorial) and it seems that meaningless photographs such as those which arc purport
ing to illustrate the battles in question are more likely to put people off wargaming
than to encourage them to take up the hobby. To try to accurately simulate any real-
life conflict with a scale of one man on the table equalling 200 men m real-life is
ludicrous, a fact which is amplified by photographing 4/500 men and claiming that they
represent the 100,000 infantry that took part in the Battle of Cannae and blandly re
marking that the 60/70 cavalry on either flank represent 10,000 horsemen!

PANZER SPAHWAGEN III ACTION (ARMOR No. 4)-

F4 PHANTOM II IN ACTION (AIRCRAFT No.5).

These are the latest Squadron/Signal publications and are packed with unique
nhotographs. The first named is of particular value to wargamers as it deals with
German World War II armoured cars in all theatres of war. The modern aircraft enthu
siast will relish the other one. Both sell at 05.95 from Squadron/Signal Publications
Inc., 5515 East Ten Mile Road, Warren, Michigan 48091, U.S.A.

THE ROYAL WILTSHIRE YEOMANRY 1907-1967 by Brigadier J.R.I.Piatt. (8§" x 5f" 272
pages; 52 photographs; 7 maps. Garnstone Press - £4^0p).

This book almost made me wish I served with this oldest British Yeomanry Regiment
because I have never seen such a full documentation of a regiment, written with real
affection as this. Of course, it is a peculiarly British military tradition in that
it is a monument to all such regiments* these enthusiastic amateurs took on and beat
the professional WehrmachtJ

From Osprey come four of the latest in their Mer.-at-Arms Series. Each is 9-i" '••'•
7j"; has 40 pages and many good blnck and white prints besides 8 full page coloured
pages of soldiers in uniforms of various periods. They sell at £1.25p each. Very
nicely produced, each gives a brief history of a famous fighting unit with a full
description of its dress and accoutrements and many of the authors are military
writers of international fame. Personally I found THE COSSACKS by Albert Sea ton to
be the most interesting because 1 have just built up a mic'-19th century Russian Army
with squadrons of these iamous light norsemen. I wish i had had this book a year ago
because it would have saved ms n great amount of chasing around to find out details
of uniforms, etc! THE UNITED STATES flARINE CORPS is another interesting book by John
Sclby which should be of interest to those of us who fight wargames in various periods
of American history. The other two books THE SOVIET ARMY by Albert Seaton and THE
LUFTWAFFE AIRBORIIE AND FIELD UNITS by Martin Windrow both will be of the greatest
value to wargamors in the World War II period. ng man who collects :ill
of these volumes will, in the years to come, have at his disposal sources of informa
tion that will make him the envy of all his friends!

W^RMOR? AND WHA?i:NS ;•.•' :-:>.R-.V Tl&SS by lie!.; K. Saxtorph. (7&" « i»"i ?^0 pi os;
:•£!• 4U0 coloured illustrations ar-<3 numerous black una white drawings. Blanci'o;::

Pre .;o - £1.95»).

Ancient wargamcrs should jump -: t-iia one! Covering j time3pan of 5000 B.C. tc
1700 A.D. , it gives vary fir coloured pistes of warriors of all period-; together with
a very full descriptive text; u list of museuns and Galleries and a ccr.ciso but use
ful biblio caphy. The text Qotails the historical background to eace group of
warriors and describes their 3oeiol, political ar.c military organisation besides dis
cussing thoii uniforms, weapons and equipment. Although I have not compared the two,
f-dge by p;-g-~, it seems to me thfct this very fine little'book forms an admirable com
plement to tiu- Punckss volumes. .' was particularly increased here with fcha variety
of uniforms' for the Thirty -tears war and the 17th Century in general while there :.-••-
the aoat stimulating pictuxcs of Middle Ages Chinese, Japanese, Persians, o-to, fee,
-..:.:'.. beck should nell 1ik: ho t Cakes!

ARMY BADGES AND INSI'NUA OF WORLD WAR II by Guide Rosignoli. (7l" * 5i"» 220
pagecl 2,000 coloured badges and bl-ch and white drawings; Blaudford Press - £1.50p).

This v;ry helpful reference book illustrates and desor-e-es the army badges and
insignia of World War II so far ac Great Britain, Poland, Belgium, Italy and U.S.S.R.
were concerned. I can personally recommend it as it even includes the two Brigade
sign covering the frequently changing role of my own Army Tank Brigade in World War
II! rt includes tne ctp badges, Bivisional signs, Fascist flashes, rank badges, etc.,
described in picture and text.
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AIRFIX MAGAZINE - Kovemb . • . .1 illustrated articles on sera. - M-
militari modeli | ... ••' let! i. r building Ancient warships; conversion organise ..ion
of Afrika Kor] ; modi Llinfl 54mm Balaclava Lancer; constructing
period buildings rrom th( Airfia Waterloo fa-::., us : a Royal Haval Gardner gun team
the 1880s plus reviews; of latesI Its, fi.-ures, books, etc.
BATTLEFLEET - Vol. 6 [Job. . ioial publication of the Naval Wargames
Society contains article.-, on early 20th century warships and destroyers plus"numerous
other features for the Naval wargamer.
THE COURIER - Ho.5. Battle report on refought Austerlit;; by Fred Vietmeyer; a battle
report French in Vietnam; Artillery of Ancient Times; Russian Line Infantry - 18th
Century; Organisation of War 1806; American Revolution; plus usual features.
DISPATCH - October 1972. Thi;; Journal of the Scottish Military Collectors Society is
packed with notes on Scottish Regiments; reviews of figures, books, plates, prints,
records, etc.

GUID0!! " Vol.50: No.l. 1972. This journal of the Miniature Figure Collectors of Ameri
ca contains good articles on the Third Crusade; Landsknechte; Battle of Bouvines 1214;
plus book and figure reviews.
MILITARY AFFAIRS - October 1972. This "journal of military history, including theory
and technology" is a very erudite journal with lots of information about books, etc,
and, amid others, contains a good article on guerilla fighting in the Philipines in
the early 20th century.
MILITARY MODELLING - November 1972. Contains well illustrated articles on scratch-
building artillery; air wargames; review of Greenwood and Ball's 25mm Ancient figures;
plus book and figure reviews, etc.
MODEL BOATS - October &. November 1972. The first contains plan and details of H.M.S.
Iron Duke and the second plans and article on Japanese Cruiser Kumano and American Mar-
of-War Brig of 1812.

SCALE MODELS - November 1972. Goes into considerable detail on making up plastic kits,
including many tanks and early aircraft.
SIGNAL " Ho.26, November 1972. Packed with details of the latest events, books,
figures and accessories used by the wargamer - all marked with John Mansfield's special
brand of enthusiasm.

SLINGSHOT - November 1972. Contains details of making a 25mm galley; Airfix figure
conversions; weapons of Ancient Egypt; Roman Auxilia; The Fighting Men of Scotland;
The Phalanx boardgame; Greek Naval tactics and a host of items, many controversial by
some of the best-known names in the Ancient wargame world.
SOLDIER - October 1972. Has a colourful cover of an American Society who dress in 18th
century army uniform plus an article on their activities. Reviews of books, records,
etc.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.52. Contains a game feature "Borodino" plus articles Napol
eon at War; (invaluable to the Napoleonic wargamer because of its organisation tables);
and the Americans in France 1918; innumerable reviews of boardgames, etc.
TA;;KSTTE - October-November 1972. This Journal of the Miniature Armoured Fighting
Vehicle Association is packed with photographs, drawings in details of tanks and guns
including many scratch-building details such as the German Howitzer 1910, the tank Mk
VIII and details of kits, etc. A must for the armour enthusiast.
THE VEDETTE - August 1972. The Journal of the National Capital Military Collectors
contains illustrated articles on painting; The New York Volunteer Infantry 1898; French
Dragoons 1806; King Tiger Tank; Flat Napoleonic figures; plus a wargamer's corner and '
other interesting features.

*******

Gary Hawes of 227 Noel Road, Acton, London W5, is interested in meeting Napoleonic
enthusiasts in the Ealing area for battles and campaigns and possibly the formation of
a local club.

*******

"I am sure that many wargamers who have been playing the game for a short while
would be very appreciative of an article or two on the subject of making home-made lead
soldiers. A group of us in Wilmslow have just finished making paper mache hills and
geographical features by the dozen, and we would now like to make our own soldiers. A
few weeks ago I wa3 reading one of your books which featured an Austro/Bavarian force
having a crack at a French army. The part that got me was you calmly making 500 sol
diers, the only difficulty being to find the time to paint them." C.Trustram.

(I suggest you read Chapter 4 of my book "Military Modelling" for fullest details
on moulding and casting. B.F.Featherstone).
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THE Nu foE BOARD

FOR SALE: 146 Minifies E.C.W. - • 1 Lnted £10. Al 0 pointed 20nun
Franco-;- ;. :-• '-.'• ':. plastic, 88 mr3tl
infantry; 52 plastic, Ifc .: nners - £.'0. C.Tanner,
22 Fran she Road. • ' . .-:• 1 D' ' .

. .....

r-btained for- November 1968; May,
Juiv . - . •' . '-) 1- ;i nb-r 1972 - I80 each (50 cent-; U.S.A.

.

Lling / Loc Fill ,eame- through
..: • im ' .'•.-:'• tl 8 ii i Lon ' c • i Dl i . "'').':• decision ha;; bee- taker as a re-
cull of •.. ftvalon Hill policy-cliang< minimum orders of six (of the
same game). As such i tcckpiling ••; ;o..omic possibility no more games can
be ordered via Wargamer's ile-.-sli-tter.

***->•-- • •

Recently the Chicago W;<r--;fiiiif' Grcup was formed and i'.. now seek3 new membership.
• ecialise in Napol'-onic wargames ir. in r.-;ia tur^ bur are interested Ln all periods

and all types of miniature wargsme . Many members also play Diplomacy face-to-face.
d persons should write to Rick Crane, 5750 Lake Shore Brive, C ioago, 111.

60613, U.S.A.
......

Subscribers ore requested to note that every core is taken to ensure that their
newsletters are eorre.-tly addressed and ;••:'-1;-- dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
ocpies must be charged for - u.uuslly by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature a • packed once per month and dispatched so
please be patient - your order maj )••••.- arrived just as :. shipment had gone out!

**•:• -

ShomuB CD.Wade regret;- that, bt!3auca of overwhelming financial difficult!* .
"An Saighdiuirin" has now ceasi publication.

***••••• • •

Stephen Read new lives at 53 3e1< Lngton Hill, High Salvington, Worthing BN13
3BB.

*******

AMERICANS AND CANADIANS PLEASE NOTE!

Canadian and American Postal Money Order: in dollars are not negotiable in
Great Britain and always have ho be- returned to sender. A dollar cheque can be
negotiated, or else send STERLING Postal Money Orders.

C.Perrj of 0 Heather Close, Ro.-sendale BB4 4JN, would like to meet a local war
gaming opponent.

* * X ***•*

EXCHANGE: 72 British figures by Springwood Models for 72 Prussians of same make.
Contact Carl Luxford, 43 Stuart Read, Waterloo, Liverpool, L22 4QT.

*******

3PARTAK LnternaLionel, Inc., will hold the major wargaming convention of the 1975
season on the weekend of 7th July at the Hotel McAlpen, New York City, locateC at 34th
Street and Broafway, right ir. the middle of town (near Maby's and Girabeln). We are in
the hopes that -some of you may be on summer vacation in the Colonies next year and
want to know ..-here to go for some'wargaming. Also, you hove readers here and we hope
the news catch'-:' their ey .



Or pe • ".'. •••'•' no1 iniere.Jted in saving it, but .'•
it over - or maybe you are merely out for nlunder and

loot. Whatever your inclination.:, you can fulfil them with
DECLINE AND FALL, : • ; •,-.'•. amex H - :.-ch Group's first
essay into production of a boxed beard game.

However, this is not just another wargame on a board -
diplomacy, double-dealing, and the personalities of the players
hove as much 'in ; on the end result ae military and strategic
abil it;,'.

DECLINE AND FALL is a game for four players in which
of the forces which led to the breakup of the Roman Empire are

The players take the parts of the Roman.-.. Goths,
Va-dais and Huns, each provided with counter;; representing
peoples or ar . ich move across a map of the Ancient World
and n age in conflict with other units.

The- 75 AD and goes on for 15 turn;;, each
- 5 years. In that time; each player tries to achieve

his goal by a mixture of strategic movement, conflict, and
d iplomacy.

DI'CLINS AND FALL is the inspiration of Terrence Donnelly,
•fered with and roduced as a durable, and although we say

it ourselvf-s, very attractive looking boxed game, by the
Research Group - eae-h of the playing counters has a drawing
'rem Phil Barker's book "Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome".
No, not all cf them - only those relevant to the action!

It will be in our favourite Model and Book shops just as
soon as we can get it there, but in the meantime costs f-3.77'P,
post free in U.K., from the address below.

ALSO NEW - RULES FOR ARMOURED/INFANTRY ACTION 1925/1950

We reckon we have included about everything in this one -
Air Drops, Off-table and Map Fire, Counter battery work - Commun-
cations, Air Attacks, and the provision for basic Air Fighting....
We stress the use of the new 1/300 scale model figures and terrain
that are becoming so popular, and really give a mo:;t realistic
effect on the table - well, you can hide an A/Tk gun in a sprig of
lithen - a :d forget about it!

These rules can be equally used with a small force and a
minimum of complication, right up to The Lot.

They cost 85p, post free, or 02.80 surface mail paid U.S.A.

Don't forget our other Rules and Reference books - send a
S.A.E. for leaflet, or better still, ask for the list when you
order either DECLINE AND FALL or the ARMOUR/lNFANTHY RULES.

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP,
75 Ardingly Drive,
Goring-by-Sea,
Sussex,
ENGLAND.
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